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Tumor lysis syndrome is a life-threatening condition for humans due to the lack of urate oxidase. In this study,
several variants of PASylated uricase from the Aspergillus flavus species were analyzed computationally to find
the appropriate fusions to solve short half-life and stability concern. The Ab initio method was performed using
Rosetta software to structurally characterize the PAS sequences. The 3D structures of fusions were predicted for
fused C- or N-terminally PAS sequences in different length to the uricase. The refinement and energy
minimization steps revealed that physicochemical and conformational properties of fusions improved while the
structures possessed prolonged PAS sequences. Molecular docking results showed that the highest binding
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affinity to uric acid belonged to uricase-PAS1-100 by the formation of six hydrogen and four non-hydrogen
bonds. Altogether, the results indicated that the PASylation process would be promising upon the production of
urate oxidase with improved solubility and stability.
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T

umor lysis syndrome (TLS) indicates the

and xanthine contribute to boosting the uric acid

metabolic events caused by massive tumor

catalyzed by xanthine oxidase (8).

cell lysis leading to the release of intracellular

Traditionally, there are standard strategies for

contents into the bloodstream (1-3). TLS may occur

the prevention and treatment of the TLS-associated

spontaneously or in response to therapy that results

metabolic

in hyperuricemia, hyperkalemia, hyperphosph-

alkalinization of the urine with sodium bicarbonate,

atemia, and hypocalcemia (4, 5). Often, hyperuri-

and allopurinol (9). As the xanthine oxidase

cemia or a uric acid level more than 8 mg/dL can

inhibitor allopurinol only prevents the formation of

lead to acute renal failure (6, 7). Besides,

uric acid, it does not degrade the uric acid prior to

catabolism of purine nucleic acids in lysed tumor

treatment (10). Conversion of uric acid to allantoin,

cells accompanied by conversion to hypoxanthine

a more water-soluble form, by urate oxidase (UO)

abnormality

including

hydration,
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Rational design of uricase-PAS fusions

is an alternative approach to inhibit uric acid

with the pharmacological activity of the drugs (21).

formation (11). UO is a key enzyme that exists

PASylation, as a simple and easy technique has

commonly in many mammalian species but is

successfully been applied to increase the half-life of

inactive in humans owing to two nonsense

conjugated therapeutic drugs, including hormones,

mutations in the coding region during hominoid

cytokines, antibody fragments, and enzymes (22).

evolution (12, 13).

However, the adjustment of the polypeptide

Recently, a recombinant UO (rasburicase) has
been derived from the coding gene of the

sequence and length should be considered to avoid
the generation of secondary structures.

Aspergillus flavus species. The homotetrameric

In the search for improvement of the

enzy me contains 301 residues that are expressed in

biostability of uricase from Aspergillus flavus, we

a genetically modified Saccharomyces cerevisiae

have computationally generated several uricase-

strain (14). Rasburicase was approved by the

PAS fusions through combinations of different PAS

European medicines agency under the name of

polypeptides whose physicochemical properties and

Fasturtec® in 2001 and by the US Food and Drug

activity of structures were evaluated in silico. Our

Administration (FDA) under the name of Elitek® in

findings would provide new insights into the

2002 for treatment of hyperuricemia during

production of uricase with improved solubility,

chemotherapy (15, 16).

stability, and biological activity.
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Although, rasburicase was well tolerated and
showed significant reduction in serum uric acid

Materials and methods

concentration versus allopurinol (87% vs 66%),

Multiple sequence alignment

there were some drawbacks that affected its

The corresponding amino acid sequences

efficacy (17). In general, the immunogenicity, short

of uricase in several species of Aspergillus were

half-life of 18-21 h and the cost of rasburicase led

retrieved

to propose poly ethylene glycol (PEG)ylation

(https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/). Multiple sequence

technique (18). In 2010, pegloticase (Krystexxa), a

alignment was carried out using Clustal Omega

PEGylated form of UO was approved by FDA to

(23),

have a prolonged half-life of 10-20 days, and

phylogenetic tree was constructed based on the

reduced immunogenicity. Despite the fact that the

neighbor joining method with boot strapping using

development of anti-PEG antibodies has been

MEGA7.0 (25). Some sets of the PAS sequences

reported (19), expensive downstream processing

having different building blocks were obtained

steps of PEGylation and non-degradability of PEG

from the patents and studies (Table 1). In order to

have limited this strategy (20).

identify the repetitive blocks of PAS sequences,

Nowadays,

the

biological

Refseqprotein

visualized

of

NCBI

by Jalview (24). The

to

multiple sequence alignment was performed using

PEGylation are those sequences comprising the

Clustal Omega. These blocks were utilized to

three small amino acids Pro, Ala, and Ser (PAS)

design several PAS sequences with different length.

(20). Such sequences show high stability and

Calculation of physicochemical properties

solubility in physiological

alternative

and

from

condition but no

The physicochemical properties of designed

immunogenicity. Furthermore, the mixtures of the

PAS sequences, including molecular weight (MW),

selected amino acids, particularly Pro, provide

pI, charge at pH 7, residues composition, instability

random coil structures formation, which result in

index, and

increasing the hydrodynamic volume. Finally, the

(GRAVY)

uncharged PAS sequences show no interference

ProtParam and Protein Calculator v3.4 (PepCalc)
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were

average
calculated

of hydropathicity
using

Expasy’s
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Table 1. The repetitive blocks of PAS sequences.
Block ID
PAS#1
PAS#2
Modified PAS#3
PAS#3 non-modified
PAS#4
PAS#5
PAS#6

Sequence
ASPAAPAPASPAAPAPSAPA
AAPASPAPAAPSAPAPAAPS
SAPSSPSPSAPSSPSPASPS
APSSPSPSAPSSPSPASPSS
SSPSAPSPSSPASPSPSSPA
AASPAAPSAPPAAASPAAPSAPPA
ASAAAPAAASAAASAPSAAA

web tools (26, 27).

discrete optimized potential energy (DOPE) score

Ab initio molecular modeling of PAS sequences

of generated models, ten top predicted models were
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The structure of PAS sequences was predicted

chosen

for

refinement

and

validation.

The

by ab initio approach using Rosetta 3.4 package

stereochemical quality of protein structures were

(28). Fragment libraries of three- and nine-residues

analyzed utilizing several web tools to enhance the

were created by Robetta fragment server (29).

accuracy of evaluation. MolProbity, PROCHECK,

Predicted secondary structure of fragments using

VADAR, VERIFY3D, SAVES, and PROSESS web

Jpred (30) and their sequences in FASTA format

tools were used for structure analysis (33-37). The

were as input files to generate 100,000 initial

structural similarity between the model and

structures for each sequence using Abinitio Relax

template was calculated using TM-align web server

command (31). The resulting output contained the

(38). Finally, the best model was selected and

PDB models and Rosetta score information in a

considered for the structure refinement using

compact format. The models were sorted by total

Galaxy Refine web server (39).

score, then the best-predicted structures based on

Molecular dynamics simulation

their energy were refined using idealize command.

Protein conformational changes and stability

Modeling, refinement and quantitative evalu-

under physiological conditions of the models were

ation of fusion proteins

evaluated by molecular dynamics (MD) simulation

The amino acid sequence of uricase from

using GROMACS 4.6.5 package with Amber99SB-

Aspergillus flavus was submitted to HHpred to

ILDN force field (40). The system was generated

achieve a suitable template structure (32). The

by solving protein in a cubic box with 1nm distance

crystal structure of uricase protein with 1.4Å

from the edges and TIP3P model as the water

resolution was retrieved from the existing crystal

model during all simulations (41). The net charge of

structure (4D12) in the RCSB protein data bank

the system was neutralized by replacing water

(PDB). Protein sequence search of this template

molecules with proper number of Cl- and Na+ ions.

with uricase resulted in 100% and 1.447 identity

The system energy minimization was conducted by

and similarity, respectively. To perform modeling

taking advantage of steep- descent with a tolerance

predictions of the full length of uricase-PAS

of 10 kJ/mol/nm in 500,000 steps, and the periodic

sequences, the best Ab initio generated PAS model

boundary condition in x, y, and z directions. It was

of each sequence was merged with the template

equilibrated in the canonical (NVT) and isothermal

crystal structure. Modeller software version 9.11

–isobaric (NPT) ensembles using the verlet

was employed to make 10,000 models using each

algorithm with an integration time step of 0.01 ps.

of these new templates. Based on the ranked

A 1.2 nm cut off was set for Coulomb interactions,
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and particle mesh ewald (PME) was applied for

The multiple sequence alignment indicated

long-range electrostatic calculations (42). Final

that uricase possesses a highly conserved sequence

equilibrated systems were subjected to MD

among different species of Aspergillus. The result

simulations for 30 ns at 300 K with 2fs time step.

revealed that the level of residue conservation for

Analysis of the structure and stability during

both C- and N- terminal region of protein was

simulations

higher than internal regions (Fig1.C). Analysis of

Comparative

analysis

of

time-dependent

the phylogenetic tree exhibited a rather close

properties was performed for the trajectories

relation among Aspergillus species (Fig1.B). The

according to root mean square deviation (RMSD),

multiple sequence alignment of the PAS sequences

root mean square fluctuation (RMSF), solvent

determined seven repetitive blocks of PAS, which

accessible surface areas (SASA), and radius of

are listed in Table 1.

gyration. The electrostatic energy was calculated

Designed PAS sequences indicated distinct

for the structures to confirm the stability of protein–

physiochemical properties
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PSA during simulations.

The calculated pI of various PAS sequences

Molecular docking and protein–ligand interact-

revealed their acidic character (5.57). However, the

tions

designed PAS sequences had no charge at neutral
Docking a ligand into the binding site of a

pH. The instability index presents an estimate of the

receptor and estimating the binding affinity of the

stability of protein in which a value above 40

complex is an important part of the computational

predicts that the protein may be unstable (48). The

drug design (43). Three dimensional structure of

instability index values of sequences referred to

uric acid as ligand was extracted from crystal

their instability. The maximum instability was

structure of Aspergillus flavus with PDB ID: 4D12

related to sequences of PAS#4 (247.73), while, the

(44). To predict the binding affinity of various

minimum was for PAS#5 sequences (142.50). It can

uricase-PAS fusions, docking into uric acid was

be seen that sequence composition has affected the

conducted with AutoDock 4.2 (Scripps Research

stability; whereas lower percentage of Pro and Ser

Institute). First, the receptor and ligand file

resulted in lower instability index values, the

preparations were carried out by the plugin using

ratio1:2 Seri:Prol has led to the most sequence

scripts

package.

stability. The GRAVY value was calculated as the

Lamarckian genetic algorithm was employed for

sum of hydropathy values of all the amino acids,

docking simulations (45). A grid box of 60, 40, and

divided by the number of residues in the sequence

60 points in x, y, and z directions was defined with

(49). The lower value reflected the characteristics

a grid spacing of 0.375 Å . Then, the default settings

of a soluble sequence whereas the more positive

were used for all other parameters. Finally, the

value was related to hydrophobic sequence. Indeed,

output file was analyzed for free energy of ligand

PAS#3N

binding (ΔGbinding, kcal/mol) and the best poses

properties compared to other sequences. More

from

the

Autodock

Tools
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+

and

PAS#4

had

more

hydrophilic

were mapped using Ligplot to find H- and non-H

details about physicochemical properties such

bonds of receptor-ligand (46). The macromolecular

as molecular weight and residue composition

structures were visualized by Py-MOL (the PyMOL

of designed PAS sequences are provided in

Molecular Graphics System) program (47).

Table 2.
The three-dimensional structural model of

Results

uricase-PAS fusions were validated for further

Uricase showed a highly conserved sequence

analysis
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Fig. 1. Characteristics of uricase-PAS fusions. a: 3D structures of final refined uricase-PAS5; residues are colored based on their
structure along the chain, alpha-helix (red), beta-sheets (yellow), loops (green), and PAS5 at the C-terminal end (blue); b: phylogenetic tree
of uricasesequences. The sequences were aligned and compared based on neighbor joining method with bootstrapping to provide
confidence for tree topology. The percentage of replicate trees in which the associated taxa clustered together in the bootstrap values (1,000
replicates) has been depicted next to the branches; c: multiple sequence alignment; the representation style of coloring was by percentage
identity scheme, which used conservation and consensus analysis for multiple sequence alignment in the Jalview.
.
.
.
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Table 2. Physiochemical properties of designed PAS sequences.
Sequence
ID
PAS#1
PAS#1-40
PAS#1-75
PAS#1-100
PAS#1-300
PAS#1-500
PAS#2
PAS#3N
PAS#4
PAS#5

Len
gth
20
40
75
100
300
500
20
20
20
24

MW

Total
charge

Pi

P%

S%

A%

GRAVY

Instability
Index

1669.85
3321.69
6201.9
8277.21
24795.61
41314
1669.85
1781.85
1781.85
1996.21

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

5.57
5.57
5.57
5.57
5.57
5.57
5.57
5.57
5.57
5.57

35
35
14.7
35
35
35
35
35
35
33.3

15
15
34.7
15
15
15
15
50
50
16.7

50
50
50.7
50
50
50
50
15
15
50

0.22
0.22
0.24
0.22
0.22
0.22
0.22
-0.69
-0.69
0.23

169.00
169.25
169.73
169.4
169.47
169.48
156.66
234.91
247.25
142.50

MW: molecular weight; P: proline; S: serine; A: alanine; GRAVY: grand average of hydropathicity.
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Table 3. First part of validation results of predicted 3D models for uricase-PAS fusions.
Uricase-PAS fusions

Verify
3D (%) 1

Procheck
Gfactor
(all)2

PAS1-40-uricase
PAS1-75-uricase
PAS1-100-uricase
PAS1-300-uricase
PAS1-500-uricase
PAS2-uricase
PAS4-uricase
PAS5-uricase
Uricase-PAS1
Uricase-PAS1-40
Uricase-PAS1-75
Uricase-PAS1-100
Uricase-PAS1-300
Uricase-PAS1-500
Uricase-PAS2
Uricase-PAS3N
Uricase-PAS4
Uricase-PAS5

79.18
81.65
92.77
93.01
91.64
85.67
88.79
88.31
86.60
84.75
85.64
87.78
94.34
91.51
73.52
85.67
80.69
83.08

-0.3
-0.53
-1.24
-2.01
-3.13
0.18
0.59
0.59
0.3
0
-0.24
-1.42
-1.83
-2.72
0.35
0.65
0.59
0.47

Ramachandran plot quality (%)
Most
favored
93.40
92.00
88.80
85.70
87.00
95.50
95.50
94.50
96.20
95.00
91.70
88.20
86.40
87.00
95.80
94.80
95.10
95.90

Additionally
allowed
5.60
6.20
10.30
11.50
9.80
4.20
3.50
4.80
2.80
4.30
7.10
10.60
11.10
9.80
3.80
4.90
4.90
4.10

Generously
allowed
0.70
0.60
0.60
0.90
1.80
0.30
0.70
0.30
0.70
0.70
0.60
0.60
1.30
1.70
0.30
0.30
0.00
0.00

Disallo
wed
0.30
1.20
0.30
1.90
1.30
0.00
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.00
0.60
0.60
1.30
1.50
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Overall
quality3
4.5
4.5
3.5
3.5
3.5
6.5
6.5
4.5
6.5
4.5
4.5
4.5
3.5
3.5
6.5
6.5
6.5
6.5

1-100 is the best, 0 is the worst 2- Score higher than −0.5 is in general an indication of a good quality model 3-10 is the best, 0 is the worst

There was no experimentally solved 3D struc-

quality of top predicted structure of fusions is

ture for repetitive motifs of designed PAS

reported in Table 3. First, compatibility of the 3D

sequences. Therefore, ab initio modeling approach

model was analyzed based on the amino acid

was employed to generate 10000 models for each

sequence using Verify3D. A well compatible 3D

unique PAS sequence using Rosetta3.4 package.

structure is defined when more than 80% of the

After refinement of models, Modeller predicted the

amino acids are scored ≥ 0.2. Furthermore, results

full-length structure of different combinations of

from PROCHECK Ramachandran plots showed the

uricase-PAS sequence fusions. The stereochemical

divergent values of most favored and disallowed

95 Int J Mol Cell Med Winter 2020; Vol 9 No 1
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regions from 85.70%-96.20%, and from 0% to

interactions of models were assessed based on the

1.90%,

the

ERRAT value as an overall quality factor with a

stereochemical quality of some fusion models was

score above 50 representingthe reliability and

satisfactory, and an acceptable percentage of

quality of models (Table 4).

respectively.

It

revealed

that

residues was located in the most favored region. A

Concerning the topological similarity of two

model with an overall scores of PROCHECK G-

proteins, TM-score is a metric of the global fold

factor higher than −0.5 is accepted in general as an

similarity. It is measured as a value in range of 0, 1,

indication of a good quality model (36). Besides,

where one denotes a perfect match between two

the overall quality of final models was measured

structures. The TM-values of predicted models

using PROSESS web servers. The higher score in

compared to the template 3D structure (4D12)

the range of zero to 10 admitted the overall quality

revealed the folding similarity of models with the

of final model (Table 3). In terms of considering the

template with the score of 0.81453. A score higher

major geometrical aspects of protein, QMEAN

than 0.5 is generally assumed as similar structures’

estimates the quality of predicted models compared

folding (Table 4).

to the experimental structures. It stands for

Then, the number of steric clashes that arises

qualitative model energy analysis, and the more

due to the unfavorable overlap of any two-

positive values indicate the higher quality of model

nonbonding atoms in a protein structure, were

(50). Negative values signify that the models have

reported as Molprobity score (34). Better models

scored lower than experimental structures on

possess a lower number of clash scores. The clash

average (Table 4). Next, the non-bonded atomic

score of uricase–PAS sequence fusions were in
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Table 4. Second part of validation results of predicted 3D models for uricase-PAS fusions.
Uricase-PAS fusions

QMEAN

PAS1-40-uricase
PAS1-75-uricase
PAS1-100-uricase
PAS1-300-uricase
PAS1-500-uricase
PAS2-uricase
PAS4-uricase
PAS5-uricase
Uricase-PAS1
Uricase-PAS1-40
Uricase-PAS1-75
Uricase-PAS1-100
Uricase-PAS1-300
Uricase-PAS1-500
Uricase-PAS2
Uricase-PAS3N
Uricase-PAS4
Uricase-PAS5

-2.15
-1.24
-1.10
-1.19
-2.06
-1.19
-1.06
-1.50
-1.71
-1.24
-0.88
-1.08
-1.11
-1.76
-1.60
-1.03
-1.01
-0.90

1

ERRAT
(%) 2
74.7748
65.6676
64.433
48.5618
36.8421
75.6494
82.0847
79.1798
80.7947
78.012
73.4247
64.0306
46.9492
43.9532
82.0513
84.0391
80.7692
85.7605

TM-score3
to 4D12
0.81453
0.81453
0.81453
0.81453
0.81453
0.81453
0.81453
0.81453
0.81453
0.81453
0.81453
0.81453
0.81453
0.81453
0.81453
0.81453
0.81453
0.81453

VADAR
MolProbity
Free energy
4
score^
of folding
2.67
-277.20
2.46
-288.91
2.62
-316.60
2.58
-403.02
2.97
-626.51
2.21
-255.44
1.98
-238.65
2.07
-257.25
2.28
-241.37
2.25
-271.12
2.31
-286.14
2.9
-313.66
2.5
-398.78
2.67
-591.77
2.19
-251.34
2.3
-256.35
2.25
-236.89
2.31
-254.53

ProSA5
Z-score
-5.37
-5.4
-5.86
-7.21
-5.37
-6.5
-6.14
-6.16
-5.94
-5.85
-5.99
-5.94
-7.71
-6.14
-6.19
-6.22
-5.94
-6.78

QMEAN: qualitative model energy analysis; VADAR: volume area dihedral angle reporter; 1- The higher QMEAN score, the more
similarity to the experimental structures of similar size. 2- 100 is the best, 0 is the worst. 3- TM-score has the value in (0, 1]. The higher
score assumes generally the same folding. 4- MolProbity score^ combines the clashscore, rotamer and Ramachandran evaluations into a
single score. 5- ProSA Z-score determines the overall model quality.
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Table 5. Physiochemical properties of uricase-PAS fusions.
Sequence ID

Length

MW

pI

-R

+R

Uricase
PAS1-40-uricase
PAS1-75-uricase
PAS1-100-uricase
PAS1-300-uricase
PAS1-500-uricase
PAS2-uricase
PAS4-uricase
PAS5-uricase
Uricase-PAS1
Uricase-PAS1-40
Uricase-PAS1-75
Uricase-PAS1-100
Uricase-PAS1-300
Uricase-PAS1-500
Uricase-PAS2
Uricase-PAS3N
Uricase-PAS4
Uricase-PAS5

301
341
376
401
601
801
321
321
325
321
341
376
401
601
801
321
321
321
325

34109.57
37413.2
40293.46
42368.77
58887.17
75405.56
35761.41
35873.41
36087.77
35761.41
37413.25
40293.46
42368.77
58887.17
75405.56
35761.41
35873.41
35873.41
36087.77

7.16
7.34
7.34
7.34
7.34
7.34
7.34
7.16
7.34
7.16
7.16
7.16
7.16
7.16
7.16
7.16
7.16
7.16
7.16

37
37
37
37
37
37
37
37
37
37
37
37
37
37
37
37
37
37
37

37
37
37
37
37
37
37
37
37
37
37
37
37
37
37
37
37
37
37

Half-life
(hours)
1.9
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
1.9
4.4
1.9
1.9
1.9
1.9
1.9
1.9
1.9
1.9
1.9
1.9

GRAVY
-0.465
-0.385
-0.324
-0.294
-0.123
-0.037
-0.422
-0.479
-0.414
-0.422
-0.385
-0.324
-0.294
-0.123
-0.037
-0.422
-0.479
-0.479
-0.414

Instability
Index
37.34
52.84
63.77
70.30
103.31
119.84
45.41
50.45
45.14
45.41
52.84
63.77
70.30
103.31
119.84
44.81
49.68
50.45
45.14
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MW: molecular weight; GRAVY: grand average of hydropathicity; -R: total number of negatively charged residues (Asp+Glu); +R: total
number of positively charged residues (Arg+Lys).

ranges from 1.98 to 2.97 that was acceptable (Table

As previously mentioned, the instability index

4). Together with this, volume area dihedral angle

values of proteins referred to their instability. The

reporter

structural

maximum instability was related to PAS1-500-

parameters of proteins. It calculates free energy of

uricase and uricase-PAS1-500 (119.84) and the

overall fold quality. The lower free energy

minimum was for PAS5-uricase and uricase-PAS5

indicated higher quality of protein folding.The

(45.14). It can be seen that longer PAS sequence

amounts of energies admitted the quality of the

has

structures consistent with other programs (Table 4).

sequences resulted in lower instability index values.

Finally, the Z-score values for predicted

The negative GRAVY value of proteins reflected

(VADAR)

evaluates

key

affected

the

whereas

smaller

structures were in ranges of -7.71 to -5.37, which

their

were within the range observed for native set of

fusions with smaller PAS sequences showed more

proteins of the same sizes. The Z-score outside the

hydrophilic properties in comparison with longer

range of native proteins found by X-ray and NMR,

ones. In terms of half-life, N-terminally PASylated

indicates an erroneous structure (Table 4). Overall,

uricase displayed prolonged duration period (4.4 h).

the 3D structure of uricase-PAS5 was depicted in

More details about physicochemical properties such

Fig 1. A as an example of validated models.

as molecular weight and length of uricase-PAS

Fusions with PAS sequences at N-terminal

structures are provided in Table 5.

indicated extended half-life

RMSD evaluations showed that

The calculated pI of fusions showed a natural
physiological character (7.16-7.34). However, the

hydrophilic

stability;

characteristics.Nevertheless,

the least

deviation belonged to PAS1-40-uricaseand PAS
2-uricase fusions

total number of negatively and positively charged

The root mean square deviations of the

residues of all structures was equal at neutral pH.

backbone of fusions compared to their initial
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conformation were calculated to estimate the

added to the N- or C- terminal of uricase showed

structure stability. The RMSD value against the

that the structure of predicted models with PAS1-

simulation period (30 ns) is depicted in Fig 2. The

40, PAS1-75 and PAS5 has converged towards an

plot showed fluctuations and plateau states (15 ns)

equilibrium state in the same pattern for both PAS

of all models except for uricase-PAS1-300 which

positions (Fig 2. B-C-F). Besides, the structure of

displayed the minimum changes. As can be seen the

predicted models with PAS1-500 and PAS2 at N-

least deviations belong to PAS1-40-uricase and

terminal position of uricase has achieved fewer

PAS2-uricase with the most structure stability

deviation compared to models with PAS at C-

whereas the uricase-PAS1-300 having the most

terminal (Fig 2. D-E). However, the other models

fluctuations and deviation showed

displayed higher fluctuation of RMSD values

the least

during

MD

simulation

deviation of models whether PAS sequences were

convergence (Fig 2. A).

without

noticeable
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constancy. Furthermore, analysis of backbone

Fig. 2. Analysis of molecular dynamics (MD) simulations for fusions. a: the root mean square deviation (RMSD) plots of PASylated
uricase; b: the RMSD plots of PAS1-40-Uri, Uri-PAS1-40 (c): PAS1-75-Uri, Uri-PAS1-75; d: PAS1-500-Uri, Uri-PAS1-500; e: PAS2-Uri,
Uri-PAS2; f: PAS5-Uri, Uri-PAS5 that show their convergence after MD simulation (Using prism software).
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Fusion residues in models with N-terminallyPAS

models with PAS sequences located at N-terminal

sequences possess less fluctuation

region had less flexibility in comparison with the
other models. However, it seems that the length of

simulation was calculated as the RMSF of the Cá

PAS sequences at C-terminal region has affected

atoms. The results were plotted for each model to

the amount of residue fluctuations. While the

display residue fluctuations of fusions and the PAS

predicted models with PAS1-40, PAS1-75, PAS2,

sequences distinctively (Fig 3 and 4). The RMSF

PAS3N, PAS4, and PAS5 sequences at both C- and

values indicate the flexibility of each residue, which

N-terminal regions have shown the minimum

are comparable to X-ray B-factors (51). Analysis of

residue fluctuation (0.5 nm), the presence of PAS1-

RMSFs pattern revealed that fusion residues in

100, PAS1-300 and PAS1-500 at C-terminal region

[ DOI: 10.22088/IJMCM.BUMS.9.1.90 ]
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The average fluctuation of each residue during

Fig. 3. The root mean square fluctuation (RMSF) plots of N-terminally PASylated uricase fusions and their PAS amino acids. The
last plot related to uricase PASylated at C-terminal end. Red lines are indicative of PAS sequences (Using prism software).
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Fig. 4. The root mean square fluctuation (RMSF) plots of C-terminally PASylated uricase fusions and the PAS sequences. Red lines
are indicative of PAS sequences (Using prism software)..

has increased RMSF scores.

nm, the latter showed RoG to be above 4 nm.

The radius of gyration (RoG) evaluations

Calculation of PAS sequences individually as index

showed that the length of PAS sequences has

of fusion structure indicated that the PAS2 had the

influenced the fusion compactness

lowest RoG value (on average 0.5 nm) in

RoG is a sign of protein structure compactness

comparison with other PAS sequences in the same

and constancy. Analysis of the results revealed that

size. Interestingly, the compactness of short PAS

fusion structures with PAS sequences from 20 to

sequences (PAS1, 2, 3N, 4, and 5) was higher when

100 residues were more compacted in comparison

they were located at C-terminal region of fusions

with longer sequences (300 and 500 residues).

(average RoG values of 1.2, 0.5, 0.7, 1.0, and 0.8

While, the RoG value of the former was around 2.5

nm, respectively).
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The accessibility of surface into solvent has

atoms

referring

to

the

consistency

of

a

increased by longer PASsequences

macromolecule in solution. Analysis of the

The solvent-accessible surface area (SASA) is

simulation systems of all fusions revealed that the

the surface area of a biomolecule that is attainable

structures have reached to the constant values of

to a solvent.Higher scores predict that molecules

energy after 5ns of simulations. The fusions with

are more sticking out into solvent, whereas, lower

longer PAS sequences gained the lowest amount of

scores mean that the molecule is more buried in the

energy

protein. Analysis of fusions demonstrated that

(Table 6). Besides, analysis of electrostatic energy

SASA values were increasing when the structures

of fusions was consistent with the potential energy

possessed longer PAS sequences. The maximum

values. The longer length of PAS sequences has

score was related to uricase-PAS1-500 with 426.27

affected the fusion electrostatic energy. While the

(nm\S2\N) (Table 6). Furthermore, the similar

fusions with sequences of 20 to 100 residues

values of area per atom and residue for all fusions

showed the similar Coulomb energy, the lowest

could be interpreted as no significant effect of

amount of energy belonged to uricase-PAS1-500 at

different length and position of PAS sequences on

-7.38×106 kJ/mol (Table 6).

average area per atom and residue (Table 6).

(uricase-PAS1-500:

-7.38×106

kJ/mol)

In terms of free volume, the results showed

The length of PAS sequences has affected the

that all fusions had similar value around 42%.

fusion energies and volume

Additionally, the hydrodynamic volume of fusions

The potential energy value gives the energy of

as expected was increasing by raising the PAS

the system as a function of the positions of the

sequence length. Therefore, the highest volume was

[ DOI: 10.22088/IJMCM.BUMS.9.1.90 ]
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Table 6. Molecular dynamic analysis of predicted 3D models for uricase-PAS fusions.
Uricase-PAS
fusions

SASA
(nm\S2
\N)

PAS1-40-uricase
PAS1-75-uricase
PAS1-100-uricase
PAS1-300-uricase
PAS1-500-uricase
PAS2-uricase
PAS4-uricase
PAS5-uricase
Uricase-PAS1
Uricase-PAS1-40
Uricase-PAS1-75
Uricase-PAS1-100
Uricase-PAS1-300
Uricase-PAS1-500
Uricase-PAS2
Uricase-PAS3N
Uricase-PAS4
Uricase-PAS5

198.94
219.86
240.84
327.73
414.36
187.65
199.72
188.05
194.48
195.59
220.55
231.10
350.30
426.27
190.47
189.01
194.62
193.41

Average
area per
atom
(nm\S2\
N)
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04

Average
area per
residue
(nm\S2\
N)
0.58
0.57
0.58
0.53
0.51
0.57
0.60
0.56
0.58
0.58
0.59
0.58
0.59
0.53
0.58
0.58
0.58
0.59

Volume
and
density
(nm\S3\
N)
70.60
76.64
81.50
113.91
145.37
67.11
68.38
67.78
67.85
70.23
76.83
80.63
115.31
146.34
67.47
67.52
67.84
68.26

Coulomb
energy
(kJ/mol)

Potential
energy
(kJ/mol)

RM
SD

RM
SF

Free
volume
(%)

-2.16×106
-2.14×106
-2.53×106
-4.77×106
-7.98×106
-2.78×106
-3.41×106
-2.27×106
-2.48×106
-2.44×106
-2.73×106
-2.37×106
-5.32×106
-9.29×106
-2.30×106
-2.23×106
-2.52×106
-2.63×106

-1.70×106
-1.68×106
-1.98×106
-3.76×106
-6.31×106
-2.21×106
-2.71×106
-1.79×106
-1.96×106
-1.92×106
-2.15×106
-1.85×106
-4.20×106
-7.38×106
-1.82×106
-1.76×106
-1.99×106
-2.08×106

0.62
0.12
0.12
0.13
0.11
0.55
0.12
0.7
0.66
0.67
0.11
0.12
0.18
0.14
1
0.6
0.89
0.82

0.81
0.96
1.75
0.93
0.8
0.94
0.76
0.78
0.79
0.82
0.92
1.7
1.6
2.3
1.2
0.68
0.75
0.82

42.18
42.12
42.21
42.41
42.53
42.36
42.46
42.23
42.29
42.26
42.29
42.15
42.46
42.59
42.25
42.22
42.30
42.32

SASA: solvent accessible surface; RMSD:root mean square deviation; RMSF: root mean square fluctuation .
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Table 7.The results of uricase-PAS fusions docking to uric acid ligand.
Uricase-PAS fusions

Binding Affinity
(Kcal/mol)
-6.7

Number of
H-bonds
3

Number of
Non Polar Bonds
3

-6.9

5

4

PAS1-100-uricase

-7.5

5

3

PAS1-300-uricase

-6.9

5

2

PAS1-500-uricase

-8.3

3

8

PAS2-uricase

-6

5

4

PAS4-uricase

-8

1

4

PAS5-uricase

-8.3

5

4

Uricase-PAS1

-8.6

5

4

Uricase-PAS1-40

-7.5

3

5

Uricase-PAS1-75

-7.6

6

5

Uricase-PAS1-100

-8.9

6

4

Uricase-PAS1-300

-8.5

3

5

Uricase-PAS1-500

-7.5

3

4

Uricase-PAS2

-8.5

5

5

Uricase-PAS3N

-6.8

5

5

Uricase-PAS4

-7.3

1

5

Uricase-PAS5

-8.5

2

6
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PAS1-40-uricase
PAS1-75-uricase

related to uricase-PAS1-500 (146.34) (Table 6).
Uricase-PAS1-100 showed the highest binding

Discussion
The loss of UO function in humans has made

affinity to uric acid

them assailable to developing the TLS (1).

Complexes of uricase-PAS fusions and uric acid

Rasburicase is widely used for converting uric acid

were obtained using the Autodock Tools software

to allantoin after chemotherapy of human cancers

allowing a set of possible conformations of uric

(52). However, owing to its short half-life,

acid bound to fusions. The complexes were grouped

significant efforts have converged toward the UO

and classified based on the most favorable binding

stability enhancement.

energy. The final conformations with the lowest

In this study, we used PASylation technology

docked energy were chosen to predict the binding

to optimize hydrodynamic volume and solubility of

affinity (kcal/mol) of uric acid to each fusion. A

UO. Indeed, PASylation mimics the advantageous

more negative score indicated which of these

biophysical properties of PEG that alleviate kidney

fusions were more strongly docked with ligand.

filtration (21). The multiple sequence alignment of

Uricase-PAS1-100 showed the highest binding

the PAS sequences determined seven repetitive

affinity to the ligand (-8.9 kcal/mol). Furthermore,

blocks of PAS used to design several PAS

the interactions of uricase-PAS fusion-uric acid

sequences with different length (20-500 residues).

conformations

non-

They had no charge at neutral pH and the Ser, Pro

hydrogen bonds were analyzed using LigPlot+. The

1:2 ratioin their composition has led to the most

results were reported in Table 7.

sequence stability. This can be due to the fact that

including

hydrogen

and

Int J Mol Cell Med Winter 2020; Vol 9 No 1 102
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an appropriate mixture of Pro, Ala, and Ser in a
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dynamic

simulations

allowed

polypeptide sequence results overall in a random

predicted 3D structures to minimize energy and

coil conformation of the polymer (20). It is

form more agreeable conformations. The RMSDs

noteworthy that Schlapschyet al. results’ indicated a

of the backbone of fusions compared to their initial

collapse of the conformationally PAS sequences

conformation showed convergence of models with

due to lowering the Pro content. Consequently, they

lower number of PAS residues towards an

proposed the importance of the Pro proportion in

equilibrium state in the same pattern for both N-

favorable biophysical features.

and C-terminally PAS sequences. However, the

After ab initio modeling for each PAS

[ DOI: 10.22088/IJMCM.BUMS.9.1.90 ]

Molecular

other

structures

displayed

higher

backbone

sequence, the full-length structure of fused N- or C-

deviation during MD simulation without noticeable

terminally to the uricase sequence was predicted

convergence.This can be interpreted as the tendency

using

To

of longer PAS sequences to form a random coil

determine which fusion type will be optimal for

conformation that would be the reason for the

uricase, the stereochemical quality of top predicted

higher fluctuation of RMSD values. Moreover,

structure of fusions was analyzed. Assessment of

analysis of RMSF patterns revealed that the length

their properties proved appropriate quality and the

of PAS sequences has affected the average value of

success of modeling method. Subsequently, the

residue fluctuation in PASylated models.It might be

overall quality of the structures was evaluated to

caused by the large movements of residues in

obtain more qualified fusions, and reduce the clash

random coil conformation of extended PAS

scores. The result was consistent with the PAS

sequences.

comparative

homology

modeling.

sequence length, in which the shorter showed the

Interestingly, the compactness (RoG), SASA

higher quality. Besides, the biophysical behavior of

values, the potential and electrostatic energy of

PAS-fusion proteins was further investigated with

fusions were increasing while the structures

regard to isoelectric and hydrophilic properties.

possessed longer PAS sequences. Radius of

Apart from PAS#3N and PAS#4, the PAS

gyration is defined as an indicator of protein

sequences were relatively hydrophobic. Surpris-

structure folding and unfolding. Therefore, a

ingly, we found that fused PAS sequences allowed

random coil conformation of extended PAS

uricase-PAS fusions exhibiting hydrophilic and

sequences is suggesting a less tight packing

highly soluble properties.

compared to short ones. It was also consistent with

N-terminally PASylated uricase displayed

the pattern of SASA values in which the

extended half-life period (4.4 h). Several successful

accessibility of surface into solvent has been

fusing of PAS polypeptides for half-life extension

promoted by prolonged PAS sequences.

have been so far reported. The in vivo studies of

Analytical characterization of fusion proteins

fused murine leptin with PAS polypeptide revealed

showed the similar free volume (value around 42%)

an increased plasma half-life from 26 min to 19.6h

of all fusions and increasing the hydrodynamic

(53). Falvoet al. prepared PASylated human ferritin

volume of fusions by raising the PAS sequence

that provided increased plasma half-life of ferritin

length. This was consistent with the results from

(54). Recently, Hedayati et al. showed that

analysis of PAS fusion of 4D5 Fab and IFN in

PASylation of a human recombinant erythropoietin

which a larger hydrodynamic volume has to be

(EPO-PAS) resulted in 15-fold higher circulation

expected from the longer attached random coil

duration of fusion protein (55).

polypeptide (56).
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Molecular docking results revealed that the

physicochemical properties of uricase-PAS protein

higher binding affinity to uric acid was for uricase-

would be expected in vitroas well asin vivo.

PAS1-100. This fusion has generated
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